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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper considers the scenario when a mix of signals 
from multiple acoustic sources is received by a micro-
phone array. The problem is to estimate the waveform of 
the source of interest located in the near field of the array. 
The considered problem can arise in many applications 
such as video conferencing, acoustic room surveillance 
and others, when it is necessary to capture human speech 
against acoustic interferences. To solve this problem, an 
adaptive algorithm is independently applied to each nar-
row band of the received signal. Based on the model of 
interference including rank-deficient correlation matrix, a 
new method of robust adaptive processing is proposed. 
The results of numerical simulation and experiment 
demonstrating the robustness of the proposed method to 
imperfections in desired signal spatial model and to the 
finite sample size effect are presented.  
 

Index Terms— microphone arrays, robust adaptive 
beamforming, maximum likelihood estimation  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Microphone array (MA) signal processing originated over 
20 years ago is now one of the actual research trends in 
modern acoustics [1]. With the use of MAs, many prob-
lems related to localization, identification of acoustic 
sources, detection and estimation of acoustic signals can 
be solved [1, 2]. In the present work, the problem of adap-
tive estimation of speech signal of a single source via MA 
is considered. It is supposed that a speech source is locat-
ed in the near field of the MA. This problem can be actual 
in various applications, when it is necessary to estimate 
speech of one or several people against multiple acoustic 
interferences (such as video conferencing, “virtual” mi-
crophone applications, etc. [1,2]). 

Basic advantages of adaptive beamforming techniques, 
as compared to data-independent beamforming methods, 
include improved resolution and much better interference 
rejection capability. However, it is known that if the de-
sired signal is present in beamforming training data and 
the steering vector corresponding to the signal of interest 
(SOI) is imprecisely known, the performance of the adap-
tive methods can degrade severely [3]. This situation is 
often the case in practice due to modeling errors such as 
array calibration errors, differences between the assumed 
                                                 
 

and real positions of the signal source, errors of signal 
modeling, etc.  

In the case of wideband signals, several approaches to 
design of adaptive beamformers have been proposed. In 
this work, the approach based on decomposition of re-
ceived wideband signals into narrowband signals will be 
considered [4]. The idea of the technique is to apply nar-
rowband beamformer to each narrowband signal. Because 
of independent optimization of each subband weight vec-
tor and, hence, ignoring of inter-subband relations of the 
received signal, this type of beamformer may be less ef-
fective as compared to other types of beamformers. How-
ever, the narrowband beamformer technique is more ex-
plicit and has been more intensively studied than the 
broadband technique. 

Many techniques have been proposed to improve the 
robustness of narrowband beamformers. Popular ap-
proaches include the algorithms with imposed linear con-
straints, eigenspace-based beamformers, the diagonal 
loading method [5]. Recently, several similar 
beamformers have been proposed (see, e.g. [5-7]), which, 
unlike early techniques, explicitly model the error in the 
SOI steering vector and use the idea of worst-case-
performance optimization. The main disadvantage of 
existing narrowband beamformer methods is that in most 
techniques, the choice of their parameters is not directly 
related to uncertainty of the steering vector, or the perfor-
mance of the beamformer is dependent on the quantity of 
the uncertainty, which is often unknown in practice. So 
the additional problem – estimation of optimal algorithm 
parameters or the uncertainty of the steering vector – 
should be considered as well.  

In the present work, an algorithm based on the original 
method presented in [8] is proposed to be used for esti-
mating the SOI. In contrast to existing algorithms, in the 
proposed method, the interference correlation matrix is 
considered as some set of rank-one matrixes that are sup-
posed to be unknown. Each rank-one matrix can be inter-
preted as correlation matrix of a single interference. The 
case when the number of interference sources is equal to 
the number of array elements N  is equivalent to the case 
of completely unknown interference correlation matrix. 
Thus, the problem can be solved for a wide class of possi-
ble interferences. The algorithm is derived from maxi-
mum-likelihood estimation (MLE) method which ensures 
asymptotic efficiency of parameters estimation. In this 
case, the greatest signal-to-noise ratio is guaranteed.  
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2. SIGNAL WAVEFORM ESTIMATION 
ALGORITHM 

 
Assume that a broadband SOI impinges on an array with 
N sensors. We divide the time dependence at each element 
output into J  non-overlapping blocks with each block 
consisting of I  samples. We then apply an I-point fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) to each block to obtain I narrow-
band frequency bins (frequency subbands). The data vec-
tor j

ix  for the i-th frequency bin and the j-th snapshot can 
be written as  
 *( ) , 1,..., , 1,...,i i i i i

j j js i I j J= + = =x a θ ξ   (1) 

where *( )⋅  stands for complex conjugation, *i
js  represents 

the unknown waveform of the SOI in the i-th frequency 
bin, ( )i ia θ  stands for SOI steering vector depending on 
the vector of unknown parameters iθ  in the i-th frequency 
bin, i

mξ  is the 1N ×  sensor noise plus interference vector 
that is considered to be white Gaussian zero-mean noise 
with unknown correlation matrix i

nK . Further, the signal 
in i-th narrow band will be considered and, for the sake of 
simplicity, the index “i” will be omitted. One of basic 
features of the method is to represent the unknown inter-
ference correlation matrix nK  as  
 2

0n aσ= +K I K   (2) 
where 2

0σ  is the power of microphone self-noise that is 
assumed to be a zero-mean spatially and temporally white 

Gaussian process, 
1

M
H

a m m
m=

= ∑K a a  stands for the part of 

interference correlation matrix that consists of M  rank-
one matrixes formed with the use of unknown vectors ma . 
For the sake of convenience we represent latter matrix as 

H
a =K AA , where 1 2( , , , )M=A a a a… . The model (1) 

can be written in the matrix form as follows   
 H= +X as Ξ   (3) 
where 1( , , )J=X x … x , 1( , , )J=Ξ ξ … ξ . The estimates of 
unknown parameters can be obtained with the use of MLE 
method [9]. For this case Log-likelihood function (LLF) 
can be easily obtained and written as  

2 2 1
0 0ln det( ) (( ) ) ,H H

sJ trσ σ − Λ = − + + + I AA I AA K   (4) 
where 1( )( )H H H

s J −= − −K X as X as . Here the unknown 
parameters are the matrix A  and the vector s . Maximiza-
tion of LLF for the considered model over the unknown 
vector of SOI waveform 1[ ,..., ]T

js s=s  gives its estimate 
as [8]:  
 ( )ˆ H H

a a=s X P a a P a   (5) 

where 2 1
0( )H H

a σ −= − +P I A I A A A , 1 2( , , , )M=A a a a… . 
LLF maximization over other unknown parameters yields 
the system of equations that cannot be solved in analytical 
form. In this work, the following way of solution is pro-
posed. Let us consider the model in which js  is white 
Gaussian noise 

 , 1, ,j j j j J= + =x τ ξ …   (6) 
where jτ  is the SOI, jξ  is the interference, 

,{ }H
i j i jE δ= θτ τ K , ,{ } ,H

i j a i jE δ=ξ ξ K 2 2
1 0

Hσ σ= +θK aa I  
stands for the correlation matrix of the desired signal 
depending on the vector of unknown parameters θ , 2

1σ  is 
the power of the desired signal and 2

0σ  is the power of 

microphone self-noise, 
1

M
H

a m m
m=

= ∑K a a . For the sake of 

computational simplicity, the component 2
0σ I  was in-

cluded to the desired signal. In contrast to the model (1), 
the model (6) is simpler since it includes only one un-
known parameter 2

1σ  instead of J  unknown parameters 
as in the model (1). However, the model (6) requires sig-
nal samples to be independent and Gaussian. It is clear 
that the model (6) can be used whether this condition is 
satisfied or not. LLF function for the considered model 
can be represented as  

1

1 1

ˆln det( ) (( ) )
M M

H H
m m m m

m m
J tr −

= =

 
Λ = − + + + 

 
∑ ∑θ θK a a K a a K  

where 1

1

ˆ
J

H
j j

j
J −

=

= ∑K x x  stands for the sample correlation 

matrix. Maximization of this LLF for the model (6) pro-
vides the following estimates of unknown parameters: 

( )12
0

1

ˆ
N

mN M
M

cσ
−

+

= ∑ θ , ( )( ) ( ) 0.5ˆ1 /m m m mc c= −a θ θ K U , 

where ( )mc θ , mU  stand for the eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors of the matrix 1 0.5 1 0.5ˆ ˆ( ( ) ( ) )H
θ β− −= +C K I a θ a θ K , pa-

rameter 
2

1
2
0

σ
β

σ
=  represents signal-to-noise ratio. The 

estimates of the parameters β  and θ  can be found max-
imizing the expression 

 ,
1 1

( ) ln ( ) ln ( ).
N N

m m
m M m M

L N M c cβ
= + = +

= − − +∑ ∑θ θ θ  

In practice, the effective number of interference sources 
M is usually unknown. In the present work, it is proposed 
to estimate M  using maximization of the signal-to-noise 
ration β  over the number M , i.e., 

( )ˆ arg max
M

M Mβ= .  

The algorithm to compute waveform s can be summarized 
as follows: 

1. Calculate sample covariance matrix 1

1

ˆ
J

H
j j

j
J −

=

= ∑K x x . 

2. For the fixed number of interference sources M , calcu-
late estimate of β : ˆ arg max ( , )

β
β β= Λ θ , where 

1 1

( , ) ( ) ln ( ) ln ( ) ...
N N

m m
m M m M

J N M c J cβ
= + = +

Λ = − − +∑ ∑θ θ θ     

 ( )ˆln detJ M− + K . 
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3. Estimate ( )12
0 ˆ

ˆ 1

ˆ
N

mN M
M

cσ
−

+

= ∑ θ  and 

( )( ) ( ) 0.5ˆˆ 1m m m mc c= −a θ θ K U  where ( )mc θ  and mU  
are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix 

1 0.5 1 0.5ˆˆ ˆ( ( ) ( ) )H
θ β− −= +C K I a θ a θ K .  

4. Obtain matrix 2 1
0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( )H H
a σ −= − +P I A I A A A  where 

ˆ1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , , )

M
=A a a a… .  

5. Compute an estimate of desired signal waveform 
( )ˆ H H

a a=s X P a a P a .  
6. Repeat the steps 2-5 for all possible M , e.g. from 1 to 
N . The best estimate of ŝ  would be achieved when the 
value of the signal-to-noise parameter ( )Mβ  is maxi-
mum. 
   

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The proposed method was tested with the use of numeric 
simulations. The MA consisted of ideal omnidirectional 
microphones that were grouped into two linear equidistant 
16 element subarrays with the array spacing of 0.2 m 
which were located at the height of 2 meters (see Fig-
ure 1). In the horizontal plane of the room, at the height of 
1.6 meters, five point sources emitting speech signal in the 
range from 0.1 to 3.2 KHz were placed. In Figure 3, the 
correlation coefficient of estimated and emitted signals of 
the first source in dependence on central frequency of 
subband is presented. The frequency subband width was 
equal to 3.8 Hz. The power of the SOI was less by 30 dB 
than the power of other sources and by 20 db greater than 
the power of the microphone self-noise. It was supposed 
that the location of the desired source was a priori known 
and the initial phases of microphones were randomly 
distributed in the range from minus 10 to plus 10 degrees. 
The steering vector of the desired signal source was mod-
eled as steering vector of a spherical wavefront source. 
Four lines show the results for the proposed method (red 
line), conventional MVDR beamformer [10] (blue line), 
delay-and-sum beamformer [10] (green line) and worst-
case performance optimization method [7] (black line), 
that explicitly model the uncertainty of the steering vector. 
One can see that the conventional MVDR beamformer 
and the nonadaptive delay-and-sum beamformer degrade 
severely in their performance. This is because of signifi-
cant power of the interference sources and steering vector 
errors. The worst case performance optimization method 
demonstrates the best result. However, in order to imple-
ment this method one must know maximum Euclidian 
norm of the steering vector error in each frequency 
subband. This is a problem in practice. On the contrary, 
the proposed method (red line) demonstrates high quality 
of desired signal waveform estimation without a prior 
knowledge about desired signal error model. In the con-
sidered simulation the number of interference sources M  
was assumed to be unknown and was estimated using the 
proposed algorithm.  

 
Fig. 1. Configuration of microphone array (diamonds) and 

sources (squares), top view. 

 
Fig. 2. Absolute value of correlation coefficient of emitted and 
estimated signals in dependence on frequency of subband with 
the width of 3.8 Hz. The results are presented for four methods: 
delay-and-sum beamformer (green line), conventional MVDR 
beamformer (blue line), worst-case performance optimization 
method (black line) and the proposed algorithm (red line). The 

signal length is 15 s. 

The proposed method was also tested with the use of 
numerical simulations in which rectangular room with 
dimensions 5x5x3m was modeled (the reflections coeffi-
cients from the wall, the floor and the ceiling were 0.7, 
0.4, 0.2, respectively). The reverberation was modeled 
with the use of the image method introduced in [11]. In 
Figure 3, absolute value of the correlation coefficient of 
estimated and emitted signals of the first source in de-
pendence on subband central frequency is presented. The 
power of the SOI was less by 20 dB than the power of the 
other sources and by 20 db greater than the power of the 
microphone self-noise. Other parameters were as in previ-
ous simulation. Two graphs show the results for the pro-
posed method (black line) and the delay-and-sum 
beamformer (red line). Besides, the results for the conven-
tional MVDR beamformer and for the worst-case perfor-
mance optimization method were obtained. In order to not 
obstruct the graph these results were not shown in 
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Figure 3. In the first case, the performance of the 
beamformer degrades severely in the presence of uncer-
tainty in the initial phase of microphone and reverbera-
tion. In the latter case, the results are almost the same as 
for the case of the proposed method. But in this case, the 
Euclidian norm of the error of the steering vector should 
be known; this is the problem in practice. In contrast to 
the considered methods, the proposed method is shown to 
be quite robust to steering vector uncertainties without 
extra information about the error in the desired signal 
spatial model. Figure 4 shows the estimated number M  of 
interference sources in dependence on central frequency 
of subband. One can see that the estimated number of 
interference sources does not equal to the real number of 
interference sources. The reason of this is reverberation 
which increases the number of effective sources.  

 
Fig. 3. Absolute value of correlation coefficient of emitted and 
estimated signals in dependence on frequency of subband with 
the width of 3.8 Hz. The results are presented for the two meth-

ods: delay-and-sum beamformer (red line) and the proposed 
algorithm (black line). The signal length is 15 s. The case with 

reverberation was considered. 

 
Fig. 4. Estimates of interference sources number M  in depend-
ence on central frequency of subband. The case with reverbera-

tion was considered. 

 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
In order to approve the proposed method, an experiment 
was conducted. The setup of the experiment included two 
linear microphone subarrays with 0.2 m spacing. Each 
subarray consisted of 14 elements. Subarrays were placed 
alongside x  and y  axes at the height of one meter from 
the horizontal plane where the sound sources were locat-
ed. The experiment was carried out in anechoic chamber 
that enabled to eliminate reverberation and outside noise. 
Three loudspeakers emitting speech from 0.1 to 3.2 kHz 
were used as sound sources. In order to determine the 
coordinates of the sound sources, Capon method [10] was 
used. The idea of the method is to plot the function 

1 1ˆ( , ) ( )HF x y − −= a K a  in dependence on unknown parame-
ters. In our case, the unknown parameters are x  and 
y source coordinates in the horizontal plane. In Figure 5, 

an acoustical image in logarithmic scale as a result of 
source localization is presented. The presented image was 
obtained with the use of Capon method. One can see that 
all three sources are localized but estimates of their coor-
dinates have an appreciable error. Nevertheless, the weak-
est source was selected as a source of desired signal. Its 
coordinates were estimated using the acoustical image 
shown in Figure 5. The source of desired signal is marked 
with a black circle; its mean power was at least 14 dB less 
than the mean power of each interference source. 

 
Fig. 5. Acoustical image of sources obtained with the use of 

Capon method. The source of desired signal is marked with the 
black circle. The mean power of the desired signal was 14 dB 

less than the mean power of each interference source. 
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Fig. 6. Absolute value of correlation coefficient of emitted and 
estimated signals in dependence on frequency of subband with 

the width of 3.8 Hz. The results are presented for three methods: 
delay-and-sum beamformer (dotted line), MVDR beamformer 
(thick solid line) and the proposed algorithm (solid line). The 

signal length is 15 s. 

Figure 6 shows the correlation coefficient of estimated 
signal with emitted desired signal in dependence on cen-
tral frequency of subband. The results are presented for 
the three methods: delay-and-sum beamformer (dotted 
line), Capon method (thick solid line) and the proposed 
algorithm (solid line). It follows from Figure 6 that 
MVDR method degrades severely because of the steering 
vector errors that took place in the experiment. The delay-
and-sum beamformer also does not give a satisfactory 
result because of the existence of powerful interference 
sources. On the contrary, the proposed method enables to 
estimate signal source in presence of powerful interfer-
ences. The resulting correlation coefficient of estimated 
signal and emitted signal equals 0.92 demonstrating the 
high quality of sound estimation. This result was also 
confirmed by high speech intelligibility of the estimated 
signal.  
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